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Introduction
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It is Highly Evident that Small Satellite Missions are Becoming Throughput Bound
• Small Satellite Sensor/ Data Generator:
• 4-5 watts (100% duty factor)
• 100 Million Pixel Data Array
• (10,000 X 10,000 Array)
• 10 Bit per Pixel
• Store 100 Events (Images) / Orbit
• Factor of 2 Lossless Compression
______________________________
• 10E+11 bits per orbit
• 5 X 10E+10 compressed bits/orbit
• 14 Orbits/ Day
• 7 X 10E +11 compressed bits/day
Downlink Consequences:
• Downlink 4 Passes/Day
• 11 Minutes/Pass (Average)
_________________________
• 2640 sec/day downlink time
• Required data rate to downlink
7 X 10 E +11 bits:
• 265.2 Mbps
Contemporary Modest Requirement …And, Resultant Data Rate
Expectation
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Our Background
4 23/15
• 17-person team in Silicon Valley
• Core engineering team worked at Canopus Systems
• 100% of current team completed Perseus-M mission 
• Broad range of experience in the space industry
• Now focused on generating 22m and 2.5m multi-spectral Earth imagery
SRI –RAX 1 LightSail
Perseus-M AMSAT – OSCAR Series
SSL-ABS2
Current Projects
• Perseus-M
• Launched in June 2014
• 2x 6U Automatic Identification System (AIS) 
CubeSat
• Characterizing AIS payload performance
• On-orbit test bed for future missions
• Corvus-BC
• Launch Q1 2016
• 4 x 6U remote sensing CubeSat
• Multispectral: Red, Green, NIR
• 22 m GSD
• Corvus-HD
• Launch Q3 2016
• 4 x 16U remote sensing CubeSat
• Multispectral: Red, Green, Blue, NIR, Red Edge
• 2.5 m GSD
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Ka-Band ITA (1st Gen)
(Integrated Transmit Assembly)
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ITA With Modulator & Coder
(2nd Generation)
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Corvus-BC Overview
• UHF Radio
• GPS Radio
• EPS boards
• Batteries
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Open volume 
for future use 
(Propulsion!)
Corvus-HD Overview
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• Upgraded bus to be used for 
Corvus-HD, launching Q3 2016
• Improved ACS accuracy and 
availability
• >200 Mbps data transfer with 
adaptive ModCod
• Miniaturized Ka Transmitter 
assembly
• S-Band, UHF, and Globalstar
radios included
• Results in high command & 
telemetry availability (>20%)
• Doubled battery capacity
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26.8 GHz Spectrum @ 0.6 W RF
(27.8 dBm SSPA Power Output)
98/9/2015 @ Approximately -1 dB Compression Point
In-Orbit Performance to Date
(Perseus-M1 and –M2)
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Horn Measured Pattern 
(Co-Polarized = RHCP)
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----- Blue Plot:  φ = 0°;    θ Cut from -90° to +90°
----- Red Plot:   φ = 90°;  θ cut from -90° to +90°
MAX = 23.2 dBi
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----- Blue Plot:   φ = 0°;   θ Cut from -90° to +90°
----- Red Plot:   φ = 90°; θ cut from -90° to +90°
Horn Measured Pattern 
(Cross-Polarized = LHCP)
MAX = 7.1 dBi
Link Budget 
For
CW Case
(10 kHz BW)
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First 26.8 GHz Tests at
Svalbard, Norway
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May 20, 2015 June 2, 2015
June 10, 2015
Current Best Result from
Svalbard, Norway 
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June 10, 2015
Second Generation Ka-Band Transmitter
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• ITA  Leave As Is
• Horn Antenna  Leave As Is
• Modulator  Leave As Is
• Add New DVB-S2 Encoder 
• QPSK Steps Only
• Steps 1 Thru 12; Except Skip Step 10
• Leave Nyquist Filter at 25 MHz; R = 0.2
2nd Generation Ka-Band 
Configuration
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2nd Generation DVB-S2 
MODCOD Settings
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DVB-S2 Downlink Set-Up
(DVB-S2 Demod & Signal Analyzer)
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Under Test:  MODCOD Step 1:  QPSK @ R=1/4
Test Results of All 11 
MODCOD Steps 
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* NOTE:  Test Run for 10s of Minutes per MODCOD Setting
*
No 
Step 10
The Effects of Intermodulation
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• ITA  Leave As Is
• Horn Antenna  Leave As Is
• Modulator  Remove
• Add Expanded DVB-S2 Encoder 
• Implement All 28 DVB-S2 MODCOD Steps
• Incorporate New Modulator into Coder
• Increase Nyquist Filter Bandwidth to at 87 MHz; R = 0.2
• Utilize System in ACM
• Watch This Space:  3 months to Readiness
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Third Generation Ka-Band Transmitter
3rd Generation Expected 
Performance in ACM
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Orbit
Predictions
Link
Results
Ground Station
at
Svalbard, Norway
Avg. Data Rate:
205 Mbps
DARPA Sat-to-Sat Relay
BAA (What IF?)
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Spectrum Management for 
Ka-Band EESS (Remote Sensing) 
Missions 
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Questions?
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